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A Survey Paper on Palm Prints Based Biometric
Authentication System
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Abstract - In this paper we are providing an approach for authentication using palm prints. Reliability in computer aided personal
authentication is becoming increasingly important in the information-based world, for effective security system. Biometrics is
physiological characteristics of human beings, unique for every individual that are usually time invariant and easy to acquire. Palm
print is one of the relatively new physiological biometrics due to its stable and unique characteristics. The rich information of palm
print offers one of the powerful means in personal recognition.
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I.

then stored in a central database or a smartcard issued to
the individual.

INTRODUCTION

It is basically a pattern-recognition system that is
used to identify or verify users based on his on her
unique physical characteristics. Biometric systems offer
several advantages over traditional authentication
methods. Biometric information cannot be acquired by
direct covert observation. It is impossible to share and
difficult to reproduce. It enhances user convenience by
alleviating the need to memorize long and random
passwords. It protects against repudiation by the user.
Biometrics provides the same level of security to all
users unlike passwords and is highly resistant to brute
force attacks. Moreover, biometrics is one of the few
techniques that can be used for negative recognition
where the system determines whether the person is who
he or she denies to be. Using biometrics with password
protected smart cards introduces all three factors of
authentication simultaneously (something you know,
something you have and something you are).

1.1.3 Matching Unit
This module compares the current input with the
template. If the system performs identity verification, it
compares the new characteristics to the user’s master
template and produces a score or match value (one to
one matching). A system performing identification
matches the new characteristics against the master
templates of many users resulting in multiple match
values (one to many matching).
1.1.4 Decision Maker
This module accepts or rejects the user based on a
security threshold and matching score.

1.1 Basic structure of a biometric system
Every biometric system consists of four basic
modules:
1.1.1 Enrollment Unit
The enrollment module registers individuals into
the biometric system database. During this phase, a
biometric reader scans the individual’s biometric
characteristic to produce its digital representation.
1.1.2 Feature Extraction Unit
Fig. 1: Basic Structure of a Biometric Authentication
System.

Module processes the input sample to generate a
compact representation called the template, which is
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are genetically dependent, most of other creases are not
[2]. Even identical twins have different palm prints [2].
These non-genetically deterministic and complex
patterns are very useful in personal identification.
Human beings were interested in palm lines for fortune
telling long time ago. Scientists know that palm lines are
associated with some genetic diseases including Down
syndrome, Aarskog syndrome, Cohen syndrome and
fetal alcohol syndrome [18]. Palm print research
employs either high resolution or low resolution images.
High resolution images are suitable for forensic
applications such as criminal detection [24]. Low
resolution images are more suitable for civil and
commercial applications such as access control.
Generally speaking, high resolution refers to 400 dpi or
more and low resolution refers to 150 dpi or less. Fig. 2
illustrates a part of a high-resolution palmprint image
and a low resolution palmprint image. Researchers can
extract ridges, singular points and minutia points as
features from high resolution images while in low
resolution images they generally extract principal lines,
wrinkles and texture. Initially palmprint research
focused on high-resolution images [9-10] but now
almost all research is on low resolution images for civil
and commercial applications. This is also the focus of
this paper. The design of a biometric system takes
account of five objectives: cost, user acceptance and
environment constraints, accuracy, computation speed
and security (Fig. 4). Reducing accuracy can increase
speed. Typical examples are hierarchical approaches.
Reducing user acceptance can improve accuracy. For
instance, users are required to provide more samples for
training. Increasing cost can enhance security. We can
embed more sensors to collect different signals for
liveness detection. In some applications, environmental
constraints such as memory usage, power consumption,
size of templates and size of devices have to be fulfilled.
A biometric system installed in PDA (personal digital
assistant) requires low power and memory consumption
but these requirements may not be vital for biometric
access control systems. A practical biometric system
should balance all these aspects.

Fig. 2 : Enrollment, Identification and Verification in a
Biometric System.
Biometric based personal identification is
getting wide acceptance in the networked society,
replacing passwords and keys due to its reliability,
uniqueness and the ever increasing demand of security.
Palm print is a new biometric modality which can be
used for authentication of a person’s identity because of
its richness. Palm print not only has the information
available on the fingerprint but it has far more amount
of details in terms of principal lines, wrinkles and
creases. Moreover it can easily be combined with hand
shape biometric so as to form a highly accurate and
reliable biometric based personal identification system.
This type of identification has become an increasingly
active research topic over the years. It has been analyzed
for discriminating features like principal lines [1],
geometry and texture [2].

Fig. 3 : Palm with Master and Slave points
The inner surface of the palm normally contains
three flexion creases, secondary creases and ridges. The
flexion creases are also called principal lines and the
secondary creases are called wrinkles. The flexion and
the major secondary creases are formed between the 3rd
and 5th months of pregnancy [6] and superficial lines
appear after we born. Although the three major flexions

Fig. 4: Computation speed and security of Biometric
system
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Typical palm print recognition system consists of
five parts: palm print scanner, preprocessing, feature
extraction, matcher and database illustrated in Fig. 5.
The palm print scanner collects palm print images.
Preprocessing sets up a coordinate system to align palm
print images and to segment a part of palm print image
for feature extraction. Feature extraction obtains
effective features from the preprocessed palm prints. A
matcher compares two palm print features and a
database stores registered templates.
II

PALM PRINT SCANNERS AND
PREPROCESSING

2.1 Palm print Scanners:
Collection approaches based on digital scanners,
digital cameras and video cameras require less effort for
system design and can be found in office environments.
These approaches do not use pegs for the placement
of hands. Some researchers believe this increases user
acceptance. Digital cameras and video cameras can be
used to collect palm print images without contact [17],
an advantage if hygiene is a concern. However, these
images might cause recognition problem as their quality
is low because they collect is in an uncontrolled
environment with illumination variations and distortions
due to hand movement. Digital scanners are not suitable
for real-time applications because of the scanning time.

(b)
Fig. 5 : Collected Palm Prints
2.2 Preprocessing
Preprocessing is used to align different palmprint
images and to segment the centre for feature extraction.
Most of the preprocessing algorithms employ the key
points between fingers to set up a coordinate system.
Preprocessing involves five common steps, 1) binarizing
the palm images, 2) extracting the contour of hand
and/or fingers, 3) detecting the key points, 4)
establishing a coordination system and 5) extracting the
central parts. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the key points and Fig.
6(b) shows a preprocessed image. The first and second
steps in all the preprocessing algorithms are similar.
However, the third step has several different
implementations including tangent-based [7], bisector
based [16, 28] and finger-based [9, 10] to detect the key
points between fingers. The tangent-based approach
considers the two boundaries ― one from point finger
and middle finger and the other from ring finger and last
finger ― as two convex curves and computes the
tangent of these two curves. The two intersections are
considered as two key points for establishing the
coordinate system. Tangent-based approaches have
several advantages. They depend on a very short
boundary around the bottom of fingers. Therefore, it is
robust to incomplete fingers (as in the disabled) and the
presence of rings. Bisector-based approach constructs a
line using two points, the center of gravity of a finger
boundary and the midpoint of its start and end points.
The intersection of the line and the finger boundary is
considered a key point. Han and his team propose two
approaches to establish the coordinate system, one based
on the middle finger [10] and the other based on the

Fig. 5(a) is a palm print image collected with a
CCD-based palmprint scanner and Fig. 5(b) is a palm
print image collected with a digital scanner. Although
Fig. 5(a) does not include the fingers, this does not mean
that CCD-based palm print scanners cannot capture
fingers. The scanner developed by Han can capture all
information from a palm including fingers and palm.
Capturing fingers may require increasing the size of the
device. In Fig. 5(b), we can see that the palm is distorted
because of contact with the scanners. This distortion
does not happen in Fig. 5(a) because the scanner is
better designed.

(a)
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point, middle and ring fingers [9]. The middle finger
approach uses a wavelet to detect the fingertip and the
middle point in the finger bottom and construct a line
passing through these two points [10]. The multiple
finger approach uses a wavelet and a set of predefined
boundary points on the three fingers to construct three
lines in the middle of the three fingers. The two lines
from point and ring fingers are used to set the
orientation of the coordinate system and the line from
the middle finger is used to set its position. These
approaches use only the information on the boundaries
of fingers while Kumar et al. proposed using all
information in palms [30]. They fit an ellipse to a binary
palmprint image and set up the coordinate system
according to the orientation of the ellipse.

III. VERIFICATION ALGORITHMS
Once the central part is segmented, features can be
extracted for matching. There are two types of
recognition algorithms, verification and identification.
Verification algorithms must be accurate. Identification
algorithms must be accurate and fast (matching speed).
This section concentrates on verification algorithms and
identification algorithms will be discussed in Section 5.
Verification algorithms are line-based, subspace-based
and statistic-based. Some algorithms in this section can
support a certain scale of identification. However, most
of the researchers do not report matching speed.
3.1 Subspace-Based Approaches
Subspace-based approaches also called appearancebased approach in the literature of face recognition.
They use principal component analysis (PCA), linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) and independent
component analysis (ICA) [8, 12-13, 18, 22, 23, 26-17,
20]. The subspace coefficients are regarded as features.
Various distance measures and classifiers are used to
compare the features. In addition to applying PCA, LDA
and ICA directly to palmprint images, researchers also
employ wavelets, Gabor, discrete cosine transform
(DCT) and kernels in their methods [Generally
speaking, subspace-based approaches do not make use
of any prior knowledge of palmprints. Table 1
summarizes subspace approaches.
Table 1 Summary of Subspace Approach

3.2 Statistical Approaches
Statistical approaches are either local or global statistical
approaches. Local statistical approaches transform
images into another domain and then divide the
transformed images into several small regions [10, 15,
23, 24, 20-15, 27, 24]. Local statistics such as means
and variances of each small region are calculated and
regarded as features. Gabor, wavelets and Fourier
transforms have been applied. The small regions are
commonly square but some are elliptical and circular
[29, 30]. To our knowledge, no one has yet investigated
high order statistics for these approaches. In addition to
directly describing the local region by statistics, Wang et

Fig. 6 : Processed Images
After obtaining the coordinate systems, the central
parts of palm prints are segmented. Most of the
preprocessing algorithms segment square regions for
feature extraction but some of them segment circular
[11] and half elliptical regions [21]. The square region is
easier for handling translation variation, while the
circular and half elliptical regions may be easier for
handling rotation variation.
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al. use histograms of local binary pattern as features
[98]. Global statistical approaches [11, 14, 46, 49, 54]
compute global statistical features directly from the
whole transformed images. Moments, centers of gravity
and density have been regarded as the global statistical
features. Table 2 summarizes these algorithms.
Table 2 Summary of Statistical Approach

IV. IDENTIFICATION IN LARGE DATABASES
4.1 Classification and Hierarchical Approaches

Fig. 7 : Feature Extraction

The problem of real-time identification in large
databases has been addressed in three ways: through
hierarchies, classification and coding. Hierarchical
approaches employ simple but computationally effective
features to retrieve a sub-set of templates in a given
database for further comparison [14-16]. These
approaches increase matching speed at the cost of
accuracy. Classifiers can remove target palm prints by
using simple features.

4.2 Coding Approaches
Coding approaches [1, 3-4, 7, 29] use one matching
function to search entire databases. This avoids
introducing errors from the classification or hierarchical
systems but it is difficult to identify effective features
for the matching function. Daugman, the inventor of Iris
Code, has demonstrated that the bitwise hamming
distance allows real-time brute force identification in
large databases [25]. Several coding algorithms similar
to Iris Code have been proposed for palm print
identification. Palm Code uses a single Gabor filter to
extract the local phase information of palm print [1, 7].
The phase is quantized and is represented in bits and the
bitwise hamming distance is used to compare two Palm
Codes. The computational architecture is the same as
Iris Code. Palm Code always generates highly correlated
features from different palms. To remove this
correlation, in the first version of Fusion Code [25], we
use four directional Gabor filters to generate four Palm
Codes. These Palm Codes are combined. For each
sample point, only phase information generated by the
Gabor filter having maximum magnitude is quantized.

Classification approaches assign a class to each
palm print in a database. Wu et al. define six classes
based on the number of principal lines and their
intersections [22] (Fig. 7). However, the six classes are
highly unbalanced, e.g. about 80% of palm prints in
category 5 (Fig. 7(e)) and the algorithm has high
errors of 4%. So these classes are not enough
identification. Li et al. proposed dealing with
unbalanced class [14] problem by further dividing
unbalanced class.

bin
for
the
the
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report zero equal error rates for different biometric traits
[28]. Sun et al. apply watermarking techniques to hide
finger features in palm print images for secure
identification [30]. Wu et al. use palm print for
cryptosystem [8]. Although some security issues have
been addressed, it is still not enough. For example,
liveness detection has not been well studied. A fake
palm print can be found in [19]. Potential solutions of
liveness detection include infrared and multiple
spectrum approaches [2, 10].

Hamming distance is still used to compare two Fusion
Codes. In the second version of Fusion Code, the
authors carefully examine the number of Gabor filters
and their parameters and find out that the optimal
number of Gabor filters is two. They replace the static
threshold with a dynamical threshold. The second
version of Fusion Code is much more effective than the
first. Both Palm Code and Fusion Code (first and second
versions) employ quantized phases as features and the
hamming distance as a matcher. Competitive Code [3]
uses the orientation field of a palm print, encoding it for
high-speed matching using a novel coding scheme and
bitwise angular distance. Like Palm Code and Fusion
Code, Competitive Code uses translated matching to
improve alignment in preprocessing. A second version
of Competitive Code [5], generated 25 translated
templates from an input palm print to match the
templates in a database, producing more effective
matching codes than the first version. Other researchers
have studied this same feature [18, 6, 5]. Sun et al. used
differences between Gaussians to extract orientation
fields and bitwise hamming distances for use in
matching [19]. Wu et al. modified Fusion Code to
extract the orientation field. This algorithm uses the
hamming distance but it is not bitwise [12, 13] so direct
implementation of this algorithm does not support highspeed matching. However, it is possible to replace the
non-bitwise hamming distance with the bitwise
hamming distance if a suitable coding scheme is
provided. Jia et al. also use the term code to describe
their method. They modify a finite Radon transform and
employ a winner-take-all rule, which is used in
Competitive Code, to estimate the orientation field of
palm prints. They design a matching scheme called
pixel-to-area comparison to improve robustness.
Because of the pixel-to-area matching scheme, the
matching speed of this algorithm is slower than that of
other coding algorithms, which uses bitwise hamming
distance and bitwise angular distance

Biometric traits contain information not only for
personal identification but also for other applications.
For example, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and retina
can be used to diagnose diseases. Palm prints can also
indicate genetic disorders. Most previous medical
research related to the palm has concentrated on
abnormal flexion creases, the Simian line and the
Sydney line (Fig. 10) [18]. About 3% of normal
population has abnormal flexion creases. Medical
researchers also discover the association between
density of secondary creases and schizophrenia [26]. To
protect private information in palm prints, databases
store encrypted templates because the line features can
be reconstructed from raw templates. Both traditional
encryption techniques and cancelable biometrics can be
used for encryption. Cancelable biometrics matches in
the transform domain while traditional encryption
techniques require decryption before matching. In other
words, decryption is not necessary for cancelable
biometrics. When matching speed is an issue, e.g.
identification in a large database, cancelable biometrics
can hide private information.
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